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                Side -View

Cargo Details And Securement Plan:
1. Palletised  with corner posts and shrinked wrapped 
2. Size: 1000 x 800 x 1000(h) mm
3. Estimated weight : 500kg/pallet
4. Loading plan: 7 rows and 2 layers with gap( approx 35cm) down the middle of 

container
5. Plan to use 4 pcs of 90x 180cm wpp dunnage air bags for securement. Two placed 

in sleeping positions and two in the vertical position right down the middle 
between the two columns of pallets.

Loading and securing steps:
1. Ensure that all the pallets are touching each other and the container walls during
       loading .Continue to load all the pallets have till finished.
2. One  dunnage bag is placed in sleeping position about 10cm from the end wall of 

the container  and at the height of  top layer pallet . The bag must not protrude 
above the palletized cargo.

3 Sandwich the dunnage bag between two pieces of cardboard( used or new) to 
prevent puncture by sharp protrusion from the pallet or strapping seals .

4 Inflate the dunnage bag till the pallets on both sides  are very tighly wedged 
against the container walls or you just start to  hear the container wall starting to 
creak .

5 Leave a space of about 10cm and place another bag vertically . Place it in such a 
way that the top of the bag protrude from the top of the cargo by about 5-10cm.

6 Sandwich the bag between 2 cardboards and inflate till the pallets at the sides are 
tighly wedged against the container walls.



7  Move about 10cm away and repeat  Step 2 with another dunnage bag placed in a 
sleeping position.

8 Repeat Step 5 with the last dunnage bag which will be  vertically at the door end 
of the container.
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